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"Why Ho Missed Hip Aeroplunu"
ounni Cii(icr Christ!.

This sterling product has stood the test
of time because it is perfectly suited to
the needs of the human skin. It will
not disappoint the seeker after skin
health and complexion happiness and
will reward any woman who makes its
use a daily habit. Every woman wishes

Which Two of These
New Famous Pictures

Do YOU Want?
Indicate choice coupon below,

or stamps,
have beautiful pictures
artists America, ready framing.

receive valuable
of skin, entitled to Personal
Beauty," together sample of

"The Kind That
to have a a
rosy complexion and soft Daggett & Ramsdell's Perfect
she can develop attractions, or if are already can unimpaired,
until late in life. The way to beauty lies in taking diligent care of the skin protecting it
irom cold and roughening winds, freeing the pores the accumulations of dust anddirt, and it the softening and healthful influence of the best of all cold

Daggett & Rnmsdell
314 We.t 14th St., Now York, N. V.

Gentlemen: You may send me the two pictures indicated with
' ?Ke,hcr with sample of Daggett ,V Ramsdell's

lertcct Cold and book, "An Aid to Personal Beauty."
1 enclose 10 cents in
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Daggett & Ramsdell's
Perfect Cold Cream

is the cold cream of
our grandmothers' time brought
to perfection by painstaking chem-
ists more than twenty years ago
and is still manufactured by them.
Sold by all dealers. In tubes at
10c, 25c, 50c. In jars at 35c, 50c ,

85c, $1.50.

"An Aid to Personal Beauty"
Th'is book 7K5J inches, is full of help-fu- l

hints on the care of the skin. Home
Lessons on Massage illustrated from life
photographs. Cover in blue anil gold.

by C. Coles Phillips.
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Daggett & Ramsdell's
Perfect Cold


